Melody and Chords
A melody is a sequence of notes (tones) that are played in sequence. Therefore
we can consider a melody as a horizontal pattern.

Chords are a group of (typically three or more) notes sounded together, as a basis
of harmony. Chords can be played a s a block or broken (in sequence). Block cords
can be considered as a vertical pattern.

Accompaniment is assigning the right cords to a melody so the harmonic integrity
is guaranteed. The action of assigning a cord to a melody is also called
harmonization.
The question is now how you assign a chord to a melody. The answer looks
simple. Each chord has notes that could be part of the melody. For example in

Twinkle, twinkle… The first 4 notes are part of the C chord which means that the C
chord is the right harmony for the first measure. The second 2 notes in Measure
two are an A and would be part of the F chord.
This rule can be applied in most cases but there is another concept to be aware
of. This is the existence of Target Notes and Through Notes.
A target note is a tone that lasts longer or is being repeated while a trough note is
just briefly passed by.
Target notes should always have a chord that has a tone of the melody. Through
notes can usually be played with the same cord as the first and last tone of the
melody.

This whole song can be played with only one chord (in repetition) – The C-Major
chord because all target notes are part of this chord. However an alternative
harmonization would be C-G7-C-C etc. to also include the through notes with a
different chord (G7 includes the D). This shows that harmonization has many
different variants for a given song.
I simple song can usually be accompanied with the 3 basic chords I, IV and V or
V7. Please review the Circle Of Fifths to spot the relationship of those cords.

In rare cases a song can modulate temporarily into another key in which case
additional chords have to be applied for a proper harmonization.
A good example for this is

In this case D7 is applied since the 2 target notes are a D. Instead of the following
G7 a G chord would also do the job.

Harmonization can be simple or more sophisticated. Beside I, IV and V also II, III,
VI and VII could be used.

This is an example of a more sophisticated harmonization.
Once you got the practice and experience you will develop a “harmonic feeling”
and select the right chord by just hearing the melody. The chords can be played
with the piano, guitar, ukulele or any instrument that can produce chords.
Sophisticated higher end Keyboards have sometimes an “intelligent” harmonizer
built in.
When using harmonization for composing always try it out on an instrument and
select the chord progression that produces the best harmonic foundation.

